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Hannah Hembroff Welsh and Richard Welsh, ca. 1900 

My Hembrough One-Name Study started with three items: a photograph labeled “Robert S 
Welsh Parents”; an incorrect mother’s name on a marriage licence; and a newspaper clipping.  At 
the time, I believed Robert Welsh’s parents to have immigrated to and settled in Canada, but I had 
no more information than that.  Since the newspaper article named my great-grandfather’s 
hometown as “Dafter,” I searched Ancestry censuses for Welshes in Dafter and found his family 
residing in upstate Michigan, United States.1

The correct maiden name for Robert Welsh’s mother was Hannah Hembroff.  Ancestry Family 
Trees blossomed when I entered this information my tree.  They showed her siblings mostly as 
Hembroffs, but her father and one brother went by the name Hembrough.  Down one branch of the 
tree was a family with the surname Hembruff.  My ggg-grandfather’s birthplace moreover appeared 
as Hemingbrough.  To solve the puzzle of where and why all the surnames arose, I started chasing 
every occurrence I could of these names.   

  They were nearly but not quite in Canada.   

Somewhere along the way, I discovered I was doing a one-name study.  Since Hembrough is the 
most common variant everywhere but Canada, I call it the Hembrough One-Name Study. 

Origins of the Surname 
The name Hembrough may derive from locations in Yorkshire and England’s southwest counties.  

Two longer, possibly older forms of the name are Hemingbrough and Hemborough.  A community 
now called Hemingbrough sits on the north bank of the River Ouse.  Traditionally said to have sat 
there since Roman times, the first certain mention of the village was in the Doomsday Survey, 
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wherein it has the name Hamiburg.2  Hemingbrough lies fifteen miles south of York, five miles east 
of Selby, and eight miles northwest of Goole in North Yorkshire, England.3

Several sources indicated that the name Hemingbrough was a compound of two elements: a 
Norse name Hemming and a Saxon word for city or fort.  Reaney and Wilson gave variations of the 
first element as Hem(m)ing or Hem(m)ingr and declared it to be Old Danish in origin.

  

4  Hanks and 
Hodges described the origin as Old Norse, called it a “patronymic” and related it to the root heim, 
meaning home.5  Hemingbrough On-line posited that the final element may have been “birig” or 
“burg.”6  Bosworth-Toller’s Anglo-Saxon Dictionary listed both words as forms of the root burh, 
which indicated a “fortified place” or “walled town.”7  “Rude grit-stones” in the western wall of the 
parish church may be remnants of fortifications that stood at or near the building, which otherwise 
was constructed of “fine limestone” from Huddlestone and Tadcaster.8

The point of origin for the name Hemborough is less certain.  Among the possibilities listed in 
The Ordnance Survey Gazetteer, the name matched a location described as “miscellaneous” in 
Devon, 2.5 miles northwest of Dartmouth.

 

9

Another possibility follows.  Reaney suggested that “all” names such as Embery, Hembrow and 
Hembury may have derived from Emborough

  The difficulty with this location is that the earliest loca-
tions for the Hemborough surname were Barnstaple, Tiverton and Brompton Ralph.  All these towns 
are more than 70 miles from Dartmouth.   

10 in Somerset.  At distances of just fifteen and five 
miles, respectively, Tiverton and Brompton Ralph are much closer to Emborough than Dartmouth is.  
According to the Oxford Dictionary of British Place Names, the name Emborough comes from Old 
English and means “flat-topped mound or hill.”11

A study of the locations of the variants Hemborough and Hemingbrough supports the idea that 
Hembrough has two points of origin.  Most occurrences of Hemborough appeared in Devon, Somer-
set or Gloucestershire.  By contrast, most instances of Hemingbrough occurred in Yorkshire.  Two 
other variants, Hembrow and Hemburrow, are the subject of a separate Guild surname study that 
Brian Christensen conducts.  Hembrow was heavily concentrated in Somerset in the 1881 census, 
while Hemburrow appeared in the same counties as Hemborough.   

 

Reaney, then, may have been partly correct.  Hemborough, Hembrow, Hemburrow and some 
Hembrough families seem to have originated in Devon or Somerset—à la Reaney.  Hemingbrough 
and other Hembrough families, however, seem to have arisen in Yorkshire.  

Occurrences over Time 
Early occurrences of the surname Hemingbrough or “de Hemyngburgh” as it was spelled in the 

14th and 15th centuries were possibly bynames.  The History and Antiquities of the Parish of 
Hemingbrough lists the following: 

• William de Hemingbrough served as a prebendary at Lincoln Cathedral in the 13th century.12

• Walter Hemingbrough, born in Hemingbrough, wrote The Chronicles of England, covering 
the  period from Norman times to the end of the reign of Edward I.

 

13 
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• Robert de Hemingbrough was the Keeper of the Rolls and of the Chancery of Ireland for Ed-
ward III.14

• John de Hemingbrough (aka Hemyngburgh) was prior of St Cuthbert’s Cathedral in Durham, 
1391-1416.  He was born circa 1327, educated at the Hemingbrough Minster monastery, and 
served as a monk for 66 years.

 

15  The inscription on his memorial reads, in part, 
“Hemingbroughe natus fuit”—having been born in Hemingbrough.16  John had two brothers: 
Thomas of Wistow, whose will was proved in 1372, and Robert, who proved the will.17

Poll Tax Registers 

 

In his book The Surname Detective, Colin D. Rogers studied the distribution of surnames at dif-
ferent periods in English history, namely, the modern era, the 17th century, and medieval times.  He 
sought to discover whether “the modern distribution of surnames [could] throw any light on their 
origin.”18  Specifically, he wanted to contest P. H. Reaney’s assertion that they could not.19

 Rogers suggested the Poll Tax registers of 1377, 1379 and 1381 as a source of surname distribu-
tion for the 14th century, as these were “available for almost all English counties,” listed names of 
heads of households, and included some occupations.

  I decided 
to try this on the surname Hembrough.  I ran the survey in chronological order, instead of Rogers’s 
reverse chronology. 

20

For the test, I scanned the poll tax registers manually and recorded the data for any household 
with a surname that vaguely resembled Hemborough, Hembrough or Hemingbrough.  For the three 
tests, I counted each household once.  Results appear on the accompanying maps. 

  (These very poll taxes triggered the Peas-
ants’ Revolt of 1381.)   

• The community having the most households with related surnames was Drax, across the riv-
er from Hemingbrough.  Three households lived there in 1379:  Ricardus Hemmyngburg and 
wife, Johannes Hemyngburg and wife, and Cecilia Emmyngburgh. 21

• In Selby lived Willelmus Emmyngburgh and wife.

 
22

• York hosted three families.  In 1381, Roberto and Wilhelmo de Hemyngburgh, each with a 
wife Alicia, lived next door to one another in Paroch’ Sanctorum Elene i Georgii (St Helen and 
St George, Fishergate, Parish).  These are likely Latinized forms of proper English forenames 
Robert, William and Alice.  Roberto was a wright by trade, Wilhelmo, a tiler.

  The presence of two families within five 
miles of Hemingbrough village that spelled or pronounced their name without an ‘H’ indi-
cates that Embrough is a likely variant. 

23  Johanne 
Hemyng, a “bakest*”—a bakester(?)24—lived in Parochia Sanctorum Martini ‘i Gregorii (St 
Martin and St Gregory Mikelgate).25

• In Kingston upon Hull, lived Johanne do Hemmyngborgh with six other people who among 
them had six different surnames.

 

26

• Robertus Hemmyng and wife Cecelia lived in Sheffield, also in 1381.

 
27

• Only two other people with a similar surname or byname were found in England during the 
course of this survey:  (1) Ricardus Hembury, a weaver residing in the Beaminster Hundred 
of Dorset, 1381,

 

28 and (2) Thrynby de Hugone de Hemyngton, a franklin, in the Gartree Hun-
dred of Leicestershire, 1379.29 
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The use of locative bynames or surnames was popular in the 14th century.  Among those used in 
Yorkshire were de Cawod, de Garthorpe,  de Houeden, de Selby and de Tadcaster.  In the poll tax 
registers, such bynames generally appeared not in the named place but nearby.  Exceptions were 
large cities (de London) and country names (de Ireland).  I wondered if de Crackhowe could possibly 
mean what it sounded like.   

16th to 19th Centuries 
The International Genealogical Index (IGI) for births, christenings and marriages from 1571 to 

1879 showed some of the same Yorkshire communities and a second focal point in Somerset.  The 
two counties accounted for 800 of a total 1200 IGI events during the period.  Yorkshire registration 
districts with the most events were Selby, Howden, York and Goole (descending order).  The most 
active Somerset districts were Taunton and Williton.   

As the IGI map shows, these two hotspots are 250 miles apart.  The Yorkshire communities lie 
near Hemingbrough, which is in the Howden district and adjacent to Selby.  The Somerset hotspot 
points either to a second origination point or to the possibility of a migration from Yorkshire. 

Late 20th Century 
Rogers based his 20th century maps on estimates taken from telephone books. 30

The 20th century Hembrough surname distribution changed dramatically from the IGI listings a 
couple centuries earlier.  In Selby and Howden remained only three and one instances, respectively, 
of the surname.  The surname spread more evenly among those communities where it did appear.  
Places of concentration were also more to the north and west from the earlier survey.  West York-
shire and Avon were the counties with the highest frequency.  Leeds was the city.  Within Avon, 
Bristol and Keynsham had the highest frequencies.  This distribution appears on the “British Tel 
Books 1977-80” map.   

 Ancestry.com 
has recently published the British telephone books from 1880 to 1984. For each Hembrough variant, 
I took the two years with the most listings, eliminated the duplicates and tallied the totals. The 
phone books were from the years 1977-80.  These dates fall after the 1974 change in UK county 
borders and names.  

The result of the study of the distribution of the Hembrough surname over time is that this sur-
name’s distribution at the end of the 20th century would not point to the location or locations of the 
surname’s origin. Hembrough would be an exception to Rogers’ finding that 20th century locations 
point to a surname’s origin. He did add the caveat, however, that “locative and rarer surnames are 
more likely than others to have drifted away from their original source.”31

Software 

 

I have experimented with a variety of software.  The study began as an offshoot of my family 
tree, which lay then and still resides mostly at Ancestry.com.  From reading the Guild Forum, I know 
that at this point I am duty-bound to deprecate Ancestry Family Trees as worthless drivel.  I will skip 
that step.  Ancestry Family Trees, like any other unsubstantiated claim, are clues.  Some clues are 
better than others are.  Many are worth checking.  Occasionally family trees provide documentation, 
but even when not, Ancestry provides excellent resources for testing the clues.  Over time, other 
reviewers correct false information. 
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Wikipedia is like that.  In its early stages, a citation from Wikipedia was a joke. As secondary con-
tributors have reviewed, edited and corrected articles, however, the articles have gotten better.  
Now Wikipedia is a respected encyclopedia and the model for many others, including the Guild 
‘Wiki.’ 

Genealogy Programs 
My first foray into standalone software was to the Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  Since another 

of my roots is Scots-Irish, the price was right.  It was free.  I downloaded it to read the GEDCOMs 
that I was using for backups of my Ancestry trees.  I do not trust the Cloud by itself to keep my data 
secure.  I want other backup. 

Eventually, I wanted to be able to manipulate my data more, to do universal corrections, and to 
record more and different information from what was available online.  At the end of 2008, I re-
searched the genealogy programs available and settled on The Master Genealogist (TMG).  This is a 
powerful program, but it is difficult to master—even with the learning book and CDs.  I do not find it 
intuitive.  Nevertheless, I am learning that it is comprehensive in its capabilities. 

Spreadsheets 
For census downloads, I use Excel spreadsheets.  I have long wanted to use Excel to sort, filter 

and manipulate GEDCOMs.  I tried GEDxlate and similar options without satisfaction.  The basic 
problem is twofold: 1) these programs recognize only limited GEDCOM codes, and 2) they lack the 
capability to track more than one occurrence of an event type, such as Residence.  

Recently I have discovered two options that will record multiple events.  The first is available 
through MyHeritage.com.  Family Tree Builder, downloadable from this site, has a feature titled 
“Export Custom Report.”  This will generate a spreadsheet that will include any of eleven GEDCOM 
event types.  In the case of multiple events of the same type, the report generator will enter multiple 
events of the same type on separate rows in the spreadsheet.  All events for any individual appear in 
successive rows.  Care must be taken to keep individuals with their events.  Another drawback is that 
Residence does not include a date. 

TMG’s “List of Events” has a similar capacity to report multiple occurrences of the same event 
type.  It generates a report with any of over 100 event types in its program!  TMG’s limitation, 
though, is that it will generate a report of only nine fields at a time.  Two of these fields can be full 
name and address, which extends the capability.  It will also print the person’s identification number 
on each line.  This prevents the assignment of an event to the wrong person, which can happen in 
Family Tree Builder.  I have also found that I can run the same report twice with different fields to 
get a more extensive report. 

Maps 
Two mapping tools that I have experimented with are GenMap UK and Map My Family Tree 

(MMFT).  Maps accompanying this report were drawn with these tools.  GenMap is a sophisticated 
map that is reasonably easy to use.  Output is customizable in a variety of ways.  The choices for 
boundary lines are pre-1974 counties, post-1974 counties, and 1881 registration districts.  
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The negative factors for GenMap are, first, that it is limited to the United Kingdom and Ireland.  
Second, the UK map reference system does not transfer to maps with global perspective.  Decimal 
degrees would be a better coordinate system for communication with other mapping software. 

I cannot recommend MMFT at all.  The map “Hembrough around the World, 1860-80” was 
drawn with it. 

• First, the system for entering place names is inconsistent.  For the UK, place names are lim-
ited to three fields (place name, county, country), but for Australia, Canada and the US, four-
field place names were required.  This is even true of Manitoba, which does not use county 
names.  This means that a list of place names that comes from other programs requires 
modification before uploading.     

• Second, despite the claim on the cover of a dynamic map that gains detail as one zooms in, I 
found that Long Island was not drawn on the global map, and that cities like Liverpool and 
Mumbai were in the water when I zoomed in.  To be clear, if I start with a map of New York, 
Long Island is there.  If I start with a map of the world instead and zoom in, it is not. 

• Third, opportunities to dress up the map are nonexistent; print facilities limited.  The map is 
not continuously scalable but only scales at preset intervals.  I found no way to add a title or 
legend.  The “Publish>PDF Document” sequence does not work.  

The Status of the Study 
This is a young study conducted by a novice.  It began as part of my family tree.  Eighteen 

months ago, I took the “Introduction to One-Name Studies” course from Pharos Tutors and began to 
approach the work more systematically. I have set up a Guild Profile, registered a DNA and begun 
both to collect data systematically and to continue to develop trees as I work. To date, the censuses 
1840-61 have been gathered and processed once for the Canada, the UK and USA. The UK Census 
data are available on the Guild Archive.  

I have experimented with software and struggled with means of processing as well as gathering 
information.  Incompatibilities among software have frustrated me, but I am developing a system to 
proceed.  

This is a small study.  Until early decades of the 20th century, people with a Hembrough surname 
never numbered more than 300 at a time.  Migration has been an important factor in these families’ 
histories, and I intend to focus on that as I proceed. 
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